The Zionists will pay for the crimes they commit!
Communist Party of Greece (marxist-leninist) Press Statement

Monday, May 31, 2010
The international criminals, leaders of the Israeli state have hit again! They proved once more that they
are equal successors of the Nazi-fascist crimes of the 20th century.
They murdered in cold blood unarmed supporters of the Palestinians’ struggle after they captured their
ships, among them two Greek ships, which carried humanitarian aid and attempted to break the siege of
Gaza Strip. They arrested hundreds members of the Free Gaza Movement, injured dozens of them and
captured all the ships. Not as common pirates, though! For the contemporary pirates, for example, in
Somalia coasts and elsewhere have proved that they respect human life. They committed it as absolute
sub-humans, and serial killers-terrorists. Only a modern Nuremberg trial is what they should be facing.
Everyone with the US imperialists in charge, that supported Israel for decades in its genocidal policy it
had carried out against the people of Palestine, is equally responsible for Israel’s crimes. The Greek
government is equally guilty for what happened today at dawn, actually in international waters. It
remained silent all these days despite the Israeli threats and continued the close relationships with the
Israeli Zionist regime. Only after the slaughter it was forced to withdraw from the joint military exercises
with the Israeli armed forces which committed at that time another crime against humanity.
The Communist Party of Greece (marxist-leninist) calls the workers and the youth, and every
progressive people to condemn this new crime of the Zionist killers and participate actively in the
demonstrations across the country: To consolidate the solidarity struggle for the Palestinian people.
To consolidate the struggle against the imperialist barbarism and everyone that supports it.
IMMEDIATE AND UNCONDITIONAL RELEASE OF ALL PRISONERS!
BREAK THE GENOCIDAL SIEGE OF GAZA STRIP!
THE ZIONIST KILLERS MUST BE PUNISHED!
NO DIPLOMATIC RELATIONSHIP WITH THE ZIONIST REGIME!
SOLIDARITY TO THE FIGHTING
SOLIDARITY MOVEMENT!
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